EUIPO - EU International IP Cooperation Newsletter

This monthly newsletter compiles information on the upcoming and last activities carried out by the EUIPO in the context of the EU-Funded IP projects implemented on behalf of the European Commission.

IP Key Projects

**IPKey Latin America**

Past activities

- Guadalajara International Book Fair
- Support for the modernization of the management processes of the industrial property office of El Salvador
- Workshop on patents examination: Medical Patents
- News: IP Key LA participated in the sixth phase of Operation 404
- News: Great Attendance at IP Key LA Panels at the Guadalajara International Book Fair
- News: EMPACT is making impact on IP crime

**IPKey South-East Asia**

Past activities

- Seminar on Plant Variety Rights and UPOV 1991
- Bilateral Workshops on the UPOV 1991 Act (Indonesia and Thailand)
- Thailand joins DESIGNview
- Official visit of the Viet Nam IP Office to the EUIPO in Alicante, Spain
IPKey China

Past activities

2023 EU-China Exchange on IP for Prosecutors

Knowledge Exchange on Copyright and Related Rights Protection and Enforcement

Other International IP Cooperation Projects

CARIPI

Past activities

EU and Trinidad and Tobago forge a new IP cooperation agreement

Upcoming activities

19 January:
Cohort 1 CarIPI Mentorship Programme: Online Meetings with producer groups of Origin Linked Products

22-26 January:
2nd Online session on formal requirements for TM applications - in cooperation with the International Trademark Association

AL-INVEST- VERDE IPR

Past activities

Workshop on the management and protection of intellectual property in the Chilean wine sector

Virtual workshop on Licensing of Plant Varieties for public institutions and small and medium-sized companies

The importance of protecting intellectual property in handicraft products: the case of Chile

Successful Virtual Workshop on Plant Variety Licensing for Public Institutions and Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs)
Hands-on IP Scan training for regional BSOs and SMEs

AFRIPI

Past activities

Second Communications Training
Equips National IP Communication Officers with Cutting-Edge Strategies to Promote the ARIP0 Intellectual Property System

Heads of ARIP0 IP offices visit the EUIPO in Alicante to strengthen intellectual property systems in Africa

AfriPI delivers tailored trainings for OAPI trademarks and design examiners

ARIP0 IP Offices and AfriPI reinforce cooperation agreement

The Gambia joins TMclass

AfriPI Annual Project Steering Committee gathers in Alicante for its fourth meeting

Renewed MoU between PACRA and EUIPO Strengthens Intellectual Property Collaboration

AfriPI and OAPI harmonise strategies for exploiting cultural content in the digital era

AfriPI Mission Assists IPOM in Transforming Office Operations for Improved Efficiency and Client Experience

Support for the OAPI training programme for trade marks and design examiners and IP representatives on substantive examination
Study Visit of Heads of IP Offices from ARIPO Member States

A guide to customs recordal in West Africa (OAPI)

EU - Webinar & Horizon Results Platform: Thinking international - International business Opportunities

Support for the setup and strengthening of collective management organisations in OAPI Member States

Upcoming activities

18 January: Intellectual property strategies for business success in Nigeria

23 January: Seminar: Intellectual Property as a Driver of Business Growth for Spanish SMEs in the European Union and Africa

If you (or your institution) are interested in the implementation of these activities as experts please register in the Call of Expression of interest

Social media for IPKey & International IP Cooperation
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